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JESUS IN HISTORY AND IN THE GOSPELS 99 

JESUS IN HISTORY AND IN THE GOSPELS. 

THERE is no school of thought of our day, and perhaps 
there is no solitary thinker, who denies that a whole 
series of wonderful phenomena is presented by the four 
Gospels, and the Christ whom they exhibit to us. These 
phenomena exist, and challenge investigation upon the 
same ground as any other phenomena, physical or 
mental. To the holders of certain materialistic theories 
they are, and can be, nothing else than physical pheno- 
mena, as truly physical as an earthquake or a perturba- 
tion among the stars. The wonder of many of them is 
not lessened, but greatly enhanced by even such reason- 
able criticism as the Church will be ill-advised to cen- 
sure, because it works by honest investigation of a mass 
of facts, carefully observed and treated with respect as 
well as candour. 

But neither on the " orthodox " nor the "'critical'" 
side (which ought not to be opposed to one another) can 
I find that sufficient attention is paid to a class of 
phenomena, varying in bulk but all of them significant, 
which will certainly have to be reckoned with before the 
account is closed. With a little freedom in the use of 
terms, these may be said to deal with the literary, and 
even the dramatic, aspect of the story, its grasp on 
universal sympathies, and the clear exhibition to us of 
a unique and yet most human Person. One may refuse 
to believe in the fact of a miracle. But the narrative, 
remains: the extraordinary character alike of the story, 
and of the conception of the Worker of the miracle; and 
so does the fact of the effect of this narrative upon 
generations of mankind. 

I. 

Among these, perhaps the most significant, and cer- 
tainly the largest, is the fact that all sorts and conditions 
of men, from the beginning until now, reading the 
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Ioo JESUS IN HISTORY AND IN THE GOSPELS. 

Gospels have been able to reproduce for themselves a 
conception-vivid, coherent, and inspiring-of One 
whom they have adored as divine ; whom they have 
studied most minutely with the practical intention of 
imitating Him-because they regarded Him as most 
human, even while they prayed to Him; from whom 
they conceived and do conceive that they enjoy personal 
grace and edification, which gifts they are conscious of 
deriving alike from the Christ of the Synoptics and of 
St. John. 

This phenomenon is beyond denial. It is quite 
distinct from what is commonly called the testimony of 
the Church. That testimony declares what is de fide, 
what is the hereditary and orthodox belief of Christians. 
This is a matter of the actual experience of living per- 
sons, and the recorded experience of millions of all 
ages. It is testimony the more valuable because it is 
to a large extent unconscious, because the average 
Christian does not even observe that there is anything 
remarkable in the fact that he receives from the Gospels 
-from all the four Gospels-the harmonious and lofty 
conception of a supernatural Person, which conception 
he carries with him into active life, as a valuable part of 
his equipment, and finds to be practically effective 
there. The question, " What would Jesus do ?" is the 
title of a book which passed through many editions. 
It was concerned with the probable behaviour of Jesus 
in the America of our time. Of the thousands who 
discussed that question with a keen and intelligent 
interest, how few had ever asked themselves such a 
question about any other person whom they had never 
known in the flesh'? What other religion teaches its 
votaries to ask it ? 

Neither is this argument to be confused with the 
appeal to edification. " The story of Jesus helps all 
sorts and conditions of men." Most true; but the 
present consideration is that, to all sorts and conditions 
of men, some very stolid and others frankly barbarian, 
this one story is alive, and catches their breath as the 
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JESUS IN HISTORY AND IN THE GOSPELS. io0 

wrongs of heroines and the devotion of heroes fail to 
do. To have achieved this in some measure for culti- 
vated people is the supreme glory of Euripides and 
Shakespeare. To have failed in achieving this, to have 
made his puppets the embodiment of some virtue (or 
vice) is wliat sets the " rare Ben Johnson," with all his 
learning, his wit, and his lyric charm, in the second 
class and not the first. The evangelists have done it 
for the average man: they have done it with the 
embodiment of virtue for their theme, and to the extent, 
in many cases, of martyrdom for the result. Yet what 
average reader proposes to set them in the first rank 
among authors ? 

In achieving this triumph, they were debarred from 
many of the resources of literary men. In a little book, 
long since forgotten, I pointed out that soliloquy, the 
truest instrument of the dramatist, has no part whatever 
in the Gospels. Cut out the soliloquies from " Ham- 
let," or even from " Macbeth," cut out only the one 
great soliloquy before Agincourt from " Henry V.," 
and the glory of Shakespeare begins to pale. But 
Jesus, perhaps because (as He said) He never was really 
alone, never falls into soliloquy. I will here add that 
when Jesus, who, ex hypothesi, is never alone, is, in 
fact, never represented as soliloquizing, we find our- 
selves in the presence of a very subtle and delicate 
correspondence. Again, in the nature of the case, they 
were deprived of that great help to delineation of 
character, the observance of characteristic foibles. 
Cicero's vanity, Caxsar's desire to hide his baldness, 
Napoleon's stage-heroisms and scenic furies, and his 
appropriation of snuff-boxes as if they were kingdoms, 
how much they help our conception of the men! What 
attempt could even Boswell have made to show us a 
Johnson without weaknesses? Jesus has none. 

Moreover, in Him was to be shown, not a man, but 
the fulness of humanity. Love might not drive out 
sternness, nor philosophic insight excuse a lack of 
practical efficiency, nor could the union of all these avail 
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102 JESUS IN HISTORY AND IN THE GOSPELS 

without personal courage, quickness, and resource in 
emergencies, and devotion even unto death. Now, the 
Sage who taught us that unreasonable wrath is murder, 
and to cherish the desire of sin is to commit the sin 
itself, was also the Founder of the Holy Catholic 
Church, and died for it. 

It is an added difficulty of portentous magnitude that 
this work has been done-and so perfectly, so vividly, 
that the man in the street can assimilate its product- 
not by one writer, but by four. Grant that nine 
readers out of ten have each a favourite Gospel. Some- 
thing in the temperament of each prefers to dwell upon 
the practical and businesslike portrait in that gospel 
which is named after an officer of excise, or the swift 
and unerring energy of Mark, or the sympathetic and 
urbane humanity of Luke, or the solemn profundity of 
the Son of Thunder. But it is not true that one in 
ten confines his reading to his favourite gospel. The 
position of the average Christian would be hopelessly 
untenable if he were not able, however unconsciously, 
to combine all into that single and effective conception 
which underlies the question, "What would Jesus do ?'" 
He reads, as all but expert musicians listen to 
orchestral music, quite unable to appreciate the 
contribution of this instrument and that to the 
sum of the effect, but quickly and painfully aware 
if they fail to blend into one harmony. The Socrates 
of Plato fails to blend thus with that of Xenophon: the 
Johnson of Boswell and of Sir John Hawkins and Mrs. 
Thrale will not combine. One or other must be ignored 
entirely, or else largely modified in deference to the 
other. The net result when two such books are brought 
together is not x + y: it is much nearer to being 
x - y. But the existence of the Christian Church is 
the conclusive proof that millions of men, of the most 
various types, have found in the four Gospels a Person 
so full of genuine vitality that His claim to be " the 
Life " itself is entirely credible, and whom they recog- 
nize in all the records alike, even though it be in one or 
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JESUS IN HISTORY AND IN THE GOSPELS. 1o3 

another that each man prefers, or is unconsciously 
drawn to study Him. 

It is not by way of a covert attack on criticism that 
one goes on to say, that just in proportion as its theories 
are accepted, in the same degree this performance of the 
evangelists deepens in wonder. We can understand 
one vivid dramatic conception formed by one man of 
ardent temperament: what is hard is to believe in the 
coincidence of four such. This is by no means so 
difficult if we think of genuine memories of a great 
Person, burned in the consciousness of those who 
followed Him, and reproduced in four harmonious 
reports. But when we accept the fact, patent enough, 
that the first and third Gospels took much of their 
material from the second, and much more from another 
common source unknown to us, that there may even 
have been a document behind Mark himself (though 
the reasons for thinking so are vague enough), and that 
what the fourth evangelist tells us is what he came at 
last to see, peering through an atmosphere of long 
study and adoring reverence, then, surely, it is a 
miracle as great as any, that from three parts of patch- 
work and one of introspection there should emerge the 
sublime and harmonious Figure whom the Church 
adores as God, even while she affirms that she is given 
His flesh to eat. If I am asked whether I can believe 
this, I answer, without hesitation, Yes. But I could 
not believe it, not for an hour, if I did not believe in 
the inspiration of the writers. 

This, then, is a remarkable phenomenon. The 
authors or compilers of these four brief books, in bulk 
little more than pamphlets, have presented to the world 
a Figure absolutely unique, and they have done this 
without resorting to any of the approved literary devices. 
These brief and matter-of-fact memoirs have not aimed at 
any aesthetic effect, but at a moral and spiritual renewal; 
and to-day, after the lapse of ages, millions of persons, 
quite irresponsive, most of them, to the spells of litera- 
ture, are moulding their lives upon the model which 
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104 JESUS IN HISTORY AND IN THE GOSPELS. 

these present, and which they find on experiment to be 
coherent and practical. It is a great literary feat. But 
one would be curious to ascertain whether any man, 
living or now dead, has ever ascribed the result to their 
eminence as men of letters. Instinctively we attribute 
their success to something quite apart from their own 
powers. 

Before passing from this subject it should be said 
that such a report, from the experience of men of 
affairs, in large numbers and various circumstances, is 
not lightly to be brushed aside by the spinners of 
theories in a library. " This people, who knoweth not 

is cursed," is a familiar phrase, but they who used 
it first have themselves received the malison of the ages. 
The attention of practical men, long and carefully 
bestowed for practical purposes, and found to yield 
practical results, is a test as formidable as any. And it 
is beyond denial that the power of Christianity is seated 
in Christ Himself, as Christians find Him in the 
Gospels. The most ignorant teaching, if it sets Him 
in the supreme place, awakens some sort of response in 
the human heart; while teaching which does not, as 
the phrase goes, " preach Christ " may possess every 
other advantage, but it is frozen. And the Christ who 
does all this for the ages, wholly unlike anything that 
Socrates or the Buddha or Confucius professes to do 
for anyone, comes to us in the manner which we have 
seen. 

II. 

Nothing that remains to be examined is of such wide- 
reaching scope as this. But there are other things on 
the same plane; examples in detail of that deep har- 
mony which believers claim to discern as they read the 
Synoptics and St. John ; words and acts which are of 
the nature of undesigned coincidences. 

Now, the test which criticism most relies upon-and 
most rightly-is the concurrence of a large number of 
small indications. In our day few things should be 
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JESUS IN HISTORY AND IN THE GOSPELS. 105 

more strengthening to a reasonable faith than to find 
in the first three Gospels passages which are far enough 
from affirming the Johannine doctrine, or even from 
thinking about it ; but which imply enough to make it 
easier, once they are accepted, to receive than to reject 
that doctrine. This is not an affair of the familiar 
proof-texts. " All things are delivered unto Me of My 
Father; and none knoweth who the Son is save the 
Father, neither knoweth any who the Father is save the 
Son and he to whom the Son willeth to reveal Him "- 
reading these words we find ourselves entirely in the 
atmosphere of the fourth Gospel. But in the same 
degree perhaps we have passed out of the familiar 
atmosphere of the Synoptics, even though two of the 
Synoptics have attested them.' They do not greatly 
help us to understand that, according to the earlier 
evangelists, such a divine intimacy pervaded habitually 
the mind of Jesus. We who accept with all reverence 
these words, and the similar claims which are every- 
where in John, can easily understand that where the 
latter of these is doubted, the former is not the source 
whence help must come. 

To me the effect is entirely different in reading, for 
example, the parable of the Prodigal Son-an effect 
which is deepened by its following close after those two 
stories in which the owners of the lost sheep and the 
lost coin exultingly call their friends together and bid 
them share their joy-after the declaration, moreover, 
that likewise there is joy in the presence of the angels 
over one repentant sinner. This, in its context, cannot 
mean only, nor chiefly, the joy of the angels themselves, 
but the gladness of the Owner, frankly and openly dis- 
played in the presence of his friends, who share it. Con- 
sider, then, in the third parable, the exuberant feeling, 
the expression not of grave satisfaction but of a heart 
let loose, the running a great way, the kissing and the 
feast, the fine clothes and the gold ring, which are to 
be brought " hither " to him, the music and dancing, 

' Luke X. 22; Matt. xi. 27. 
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io6 JESUS IN HISTORY AND IN THE GOSPELS. 

and, above all, the extraordinary phrase which rebukes 
the scowling brother: " It is meet that we should make 
merry "-make merry!-" and be glad." Is there any 
claim in St. John to a greater privilege and greater 
intimacy than is involved in speaking of the Eternal 
thus ? Not even the example of the Lord has em- 
boldened any of his followers to venture upon such holy 
ground. 

And when a phenomenon like this is produced, it is 
no answer at all to impugn the authenticity of the 
narrative. It is there now, and has been there from 
the earliest time. When the Christ of St. John is 
rejected, by reason of the lofty claims which He 
advances, we are entirely within our right in producing, 
from St. Luke, this bold and unparalleled claim to read 
the very heart of Deity. Besides, if the most exquisite 
of all the parables be not authentic, whose is it? What 
other teacher combined the spiritual grace, the afflu- 
ence, the tenderness, the power, and the amazing con- 
fidence which are here? And the confidence is justified 
by results. The most daringly familiar words ever 
spoken concerning God have never once betrayed any 
docile spirit into presumption. 

Quite in the same manner is the parable of the 
Wicked Husbandmen, in which the pathos and tender- 
ness are not so great, but the personal claim is more 
distinct. Our present argument, however, is not chiefly 
concerned with its evident assumption that the Son, 
who is ultimately sent, is of a rank entirely different 
from all the messengers, even the martyred messengers, 
who went before. What interests us now is that here 
again we find a quite Johannine claim to know the mind 
of God. The whole course of events is viewed from 
heaven, and not from the level of this world. The 
proprietor has one Son, and, it is added, " His well- 
beloved." He asks, "What shall I do?" He reckons 
that " they will reverence Him when they see Him." 
And it is to be observed that Jesus does not shrink at all 
from attributing this calculation to His Father, even in 
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JESUS IN HISTORY AND IN THE GOSPELS. 107 

the act of telling how it was frustrated by human 
wickedness. 

Is it an over-subtlety that sees (or thinks it sees) the 
same intimacy with another world in the curious parable 
of the draw-net, and in the two miracles by which, 
avowedly, the same lesson, the catching of men, is 
taught? In every parable there is a weak side: no 
illustration from nature can altogether and entirely 
answer to the secret things of God. The importunity 
of the widow is edifying, and the foresight of the 
steward, but not the motive which concedes her prayer, 
nor the method by which he makes for himself friends. 
But in the parable of the draw-net, the incongruity is 
radical; it obtrudes itself: little children in our Sunday 
schools are startled by it. It is ruin to the fish, not 
salvation, to be taken in the net. To escape it is their 
best fortune. In the Old Testament, where the image 
is frequent, it is not once found in a benignant sense. 
The heart of the evil woman is snares and nets. Evil 
men hunt every man his brother with a net. They fall 
into their own nets. Fishes are taken in an evil net. 
And yet Jesus said, " The kingdom of heaven is like 
unto a net." It is little wonder that none of His dis- 
ciples, though several of them were fishermen, sure to 
have their attention fixed by such an illustration, ever 
cared to reproduce it.' Nor is the difficulty much 
relieved by the putting of the good into vessels. They 
are just as really snared and taken: their doom is only 
postponed. 

It is natural to ask, therefore,whether anything in 
our Saviour's person or His character made the illustra- 
tion more attractive to Him than to other men, whether 
He (as the Church sees Him in the Scripture) had a 
reason, which other men had not, for prizing it in spite 
of this palpable drawback; whether, to His conscious- 

' It is just possible that a reminiscence of it reproduces, in St. Paul's 
latest writing the word, not elsewhere in Scripture, by which Jesus 
reassured Peter after the miraculous draft of fishes (dspdhrovs sIl a,yp&v, Luke v. io). But it is far from certain that it is by the servant of the 
Lord that men are being caught alive (tJarype)or) (z Tim. ii. 26). 
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ness alone, there was a weight in the scale which might 
well reverse the balance. Such a reason is supplied by 
what has been already shown. If there is abundant 
evidence elsewhere that Jesus saw the life of men in the 
light of other worlds, then, to His unique apprehen- 
sion, the parable of the draw-net is full of suggestion 
which does not belong to any other, of which the first 
hearers were apparently unconscious, and for which it 
is worth considering whether any other illustration can 
even now be found. For it suggests two spheres of 
being-one cold and dark, shut in by narrow and rigid 
boundaries, wholly agnostic of anything larger, sun- 
nier, less confined, while the inhabitants of a warmer 
and finer atmosphere and ampler spaces are well aware 
of them, are occupied with their affairs, and have 
planned the only means by which to draw them to their 
level. Thus it appears that if the matchless Teacher 
welcomed an illustration rejected by other men, it spoke 
to the depths of His consciousness of things unknown 
to theirs. 

Akin to these are many passages in which He speaks 
with easy, suggestive intimacy concerning the secrets 
of eternity, as if He were at home there even while 
breathing the air of Galilee. A striking example is 
when He teaches His disciples not to despise one of the 
little ones. And why not? Because, He tells them, 
" in heaven their angels do always behold the face of 
My Father who is in heaven." The saying is mysteri- 
ous. We may surmise, but can scarcely pretend to be 
certain of its meaning. But He knew. For a passing 
occasion of practical instruction, without effort, without 
logical processes of demonstration, He simply declared 
that this is so-" I say unto you." And having made 
this explicit assertion He offered no further explanation 
whatever to gratify our intellect. 

It is in the same tone of quiet knowledge that He 
treats the ironical question of the Sadducees about 
levirate marriage. " They who are accounted worthy 
to attain to that dispensation and the resurrection from 
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the dead marry not nor are given in marriage, neither 
can they die any more but are equal with the angels, 
and are sons of God being sons of the resurrection." 
Here is the same atmosphere of haunting unexplained 
mystery, a new doctrine and a deeper sonship than we 
may attain while here; and with it the same tone of 
absolute unhesitating knowledge. In St. John He 
explicitly asserts this unique and unbounded knowledge: 
but already in the Synoptics He draws on it. 

All his teaching about the other world is similar. 
The Epistles can threaten, strenuously, but there is 
nothing in any of them at all so specific, so poignant, 
as in the teaching of our Lord. It is a misery quite 
apart from physical anguish that He dwells most 
upon, the misery of exclusion, the shut door, 
the outer darkness. It is an added bitterness that 
" ye shall see Abraham and Isaac and Jacob and all the 
prophets in the kingdom of God, but yourselves cast 
out."' As they " see," so they exchange words with 
the blessed--Dives in hell with Abraham afar off. 
Moreover, He tells how Lazarus was conveyed to 
heaven by the angels, and how the rich man " lifted up 
his eyes, being in torment"; notj it would seem, dragged 
down by fiends, but sinking, like a bird with broken 
wing, to his own place. The argument is not for a 
moment assuming that all this is literal and prosaic 
fact, but it insists that this way of speaking is all His 
own, characteristic, at once vivid and easy, entirely the 
manner of One who actually knows what St. John tells 
us that Jesus claimed to know. 

There is a remarkable and instructive difference in 
the teaching of New Testament writers concerning our 
Sonship. In St. John, this comes to us by regenera- 
tion. To be " born again" or "born of God" is 
found six times in his Gospel (five of them in the words 
of Jesus Himself on one occasion: i. 13; iii. 3, 5, 6, 7, 8) 
and ten times in his first Epistle (ii. 29; iii. 9 bis; iv. 7; 
v. i ter, 4, 18 bis). It is evident that John's doctrine has 

' Luke xiii. a8. 
I 
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110 JESUS IN HISTORY AND IN THE GOSPELS. 

its roots in the discourse with Nicodemus, and it is 
equally evident that this discourse took its shape from 
the necessity to correct a too complacent opinion that no 
more than "a teacher"was needed to be"sent from God."' 
St. Paul never uses either of these phrases, and "regener- 
ation " only once, in his latest stage, in connexion with 
" the laver of regeneration " (Titus iii. 5). What he 
thinks of is "adoption," and he uses that word four 
times in such a connexion (Rom. viii. 15, 23; Gal. iv. 5; 
Eph. i. 5). Neither expression is found anywhere in 
the Synoptics. 

Now, what should we expect to be the spontaneous 
teaching of Him who came from within the veil, and to 
whom the Father showeth all things ? Something large 
and broad. Something which reconciles those views, 
which differ, if they do not contradict each other. 
Perhaps we might expect, moreover, by the analogy of 
what we have seen already, that He would approach the 
subject more from the divine and less from the human 
point of view than those other writers do. This we 
should expect, if we possess the real teaching of the 
divine Founder of the Faith. We should have no 
reason to expect it, but much the contrary, if we have 
only the theology of the first age consolidating itself in 
the Gospels. 

What, then, do we actually find? In the first place, 
as was to be expected, the Fatherhood of God anticipates 
the sonship of man, and is asserted in the fullest and 
most universal sense. In the Sermon on the Mount 
we are distinctly taught that He is the Father even of 
the unforgiven: not only do we pray, " Our Father. 
forgive us," but we are told, yet more explicitly, "If 
ye forgive not men their trespasses neither will your 
Father (1 IIacrp 

i'yv) 
forgive your trespasses." 1 

Regarded by itself, such teaching might seem to 
exclude from the question of our sonship, alike that 
welcome to the Father's heart which St. Paul calls our 
adoption, and that " newness of life "2 which he knew 

'Matt. vi. 9, 12, 15. Rom. vi. 4. 
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well, and which implies the new birth of St. John. But 
it is not left alone. In the parable of the Prodigal Son, 
our conversion, the return of the soul to grace, is based 
on the fact that we have always a Father to whom we 
may return. But until the prodigal actually returns, 
he is dead to His sonship-lost, perishing for hunger. 
And until he returns, no man gives to him. Precisely 
the same is the teaching of the great Sermon. God is 
the universal Father, but only some men enjoy sonship: 
" Love your enemies and pray for them that persecute 
you, that ye may be sons of your Father which is 
in heaven." x Quite in the same sense God, for His 
part, pardons all men, yet not all enjoy the grace of 
pardon. We must forgive all men or we shall not be 
like Him, for He sends rain and sunshine upon all alike. 
And yet the implacable are unforgiven.2 By precisely 
the same principle, on another occasion, " all that 
debt," after being " frankly forgiven," was demanded 
from him who failed to forgive his fellow.3 In addition 
to all this we have already seen that Jesus recognized 
sonship in more senses than one; in at least one sense 
which is yet future: " They are sons of God, being sons 
of the resurrection." 

These are but specimens, taken almost at random, of 
an investigation which might be pressed far. They 
reveal exactly what was natural from the Divine Man, 
but natural from none else, pervading even the non- 
miraculous narrative, even what cannot be abstracted 
from the story without depriving it of the bone and 
sinew which explain its masterful grasp upon the con- 
science of the race, without leaving a pale and bloodless 

phantom with the sceptre of the ages in his hands. 
GEO. A. DERRY. 

1The distinction between the fact and the enjoyment of sonship was 
familiar to our Lord, who drew it again in quite a different connexion, 
and not recorded in the Synoptics: "I know that ye are Abraham's seed.... 
If ye were Abraham's children ye would do the works of Abraham" 
(John viii 37, 39). 

* Matt. v. 44, 45. * Matt. xviii. 27, 3+ 
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